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Work for some 
Union  picketers  in  front  of  the West  Hall  constuction   site,   who 
declined to reveal their names, look unfavorably at non-union sheet 
bg news staff/Susan Cross 
metal worker Eddie Dawson (right), a Sycamore resident, as he goes into 
work Tuesday morning. 
Project picketed; 
matter unsolved 
by Erin Esmont 
reporter 
Members of Sheet Metal Union Local #6 are continuing their 
week-long "informational picket" of the West Hall reconstruc- 
tion project. To date little progress has been made toward a 
resolution. 
About a dozen of the union workers have stationed themselves 
in front of the work site with a picket sign. The workers hope to 
alert the general public that "sheet metal work being performed 
by Carey Sheet Metal Workers on this building site is not being 
done by qualified sheet metal workers. . . the prevailing working 
conditions and wages in this area are not being met by this 
employer." 
According to Ray Schlagheck Local #6 business agent, the 
picket is aimed at either getting the non-union workers off the job 
or guaranteeing that the workers will be paid the prevailing 
wage, which he claims they are not being paid. 
"This is where we make our money to send our children to 
school, said Don Reauma, picketer, whose daughter Leslie 
attended the University." 
However, Monte Porter, manager of Carey Sheet Metal Com- 
pany, the company contracted for the project, said his workers 
are being paid the prevailing wage. 
A report of the workers' weekly wages must be sent each week 
to the state, Porter said, so "there is no way you can fudge on this 
thing." 
For this area, the prevailing rate for sheet metal workers is 
listed at $21.81 an hour. This total includes an hourly wage of 
$17.80 plus fringe benefits, he said. 
Porter added there is no way one can get away with paying less 
than the prevailing rate, and in some cases his company's fringe 
benefits are "better than what we are required to pay. 
A breakdown in talks may prevent a quick solution to the 
situation, yet the union workers said they are prepared to picket 
until the project completion date is met sometime in December. 
Schlagheck said a telegram was sent to Carey Sheet Metal Co. 
to ask if the prevailing wage was being paid, yet he said he never 
received a reply. 
"They did not even give us the courtesy of getting back with 
us " Schlagheck said, "they (the workers) just showed up." 
Porter said he met with Schlagheck the week before the 
picketing began to discuss alternatives to thwart a possible 
C" " :et, but Porter said Schlagheck was supposed to get back to 
and he never has. 
Porter added that during the meeting, Schlagheck was given a 
See PICKET page 4 
Parks offer place to get away and relax 
by Teresa Schlachter 
reporter  
That test score was a shin- 
kicker. .. a real puncture 
wound to your academic ego. 
Wallace, the wacko in your 
theatre class, asked you out- 
again. You were just too tired to 
make up another excuse, so 
you're off to watch mud wres- 
tling tonight at the Dry Gulch 
Saloon. Wallace thinks that's 
cultural. 
Your beloved roomie spilled 
pickle Juice all over your chem- 
istry notebook. Pickles rank 
right up there with the Hong 
Kong flu and small children-nel- 
ther of which you want to 
have... or smell. 
You look in the mirror. 
There's pen above your left nos- 
tril, your chin sports a new 
pimple, and your eyes bleed 
dispair. 
To steal a phrase from tele- 
vision's popular "Cheers" 
theme song... "Wouldn't you 
like to get away?" 
It sure would be nice to be a 
hermit for a day... to lose your- 
self in some unfamiliar sur- 
roundings, where you can be 
unaccountable, irresponsible 
and just plain vacant. 
But where? 
The yard in front of the Busi- 
ness   Administration   building 
might have the right aesthetics, 
excepting the perturbing eyes of 
the step-squatters. 
The library balcony offers sol- 
itude, but it's a bit bookish. 
PEREGRINE POND (a.k.a. 
Bowling Green Beach) is a 
thought, but the last time you 
were there, people were fishing 
in it! 
There's always that area of 
turf, having no particular name 
or designation, that lies between 
the Administration and the 'H- 
U-M' halls. Frisbees, strike one; 
music, strike two; large dogs, 
strike three: that's out. 
The cemetery is peaceful, but 
possibly a triffle morbid. 
Hey! What about one of Bowl- 
ing Green's City Parks! Per- 
fect! 
There's the 'biggy', City Park, 
on Conneaut Road. Too pop- 
ulated? Then try Carter Park, 
on Cambell Hill Road. Carter's 
63 acres would give ample op- 
portunity to get lost for a while. 
Presently, there is not much 
there that is man-made, but 
according to Secretary to Parks 
and Recreation, Georga Wilhite, 
the department has plans for its 
future. If finances can be 
worked out, the city will add 
restrooms, a water tower and a 
softball complex. 
Perhaps you would like to take 
a drive out West Wooster Street 
to Pearl Road. When you come 
to a woodsy area you've found 
Wintergarden Park. This trian- 
gular area offers 21 acres of 
unperturbed 
nothingness... perfect for 
walking off frustrations. 
If you'd rather just sit and 
brood, you might like Railside 
Rest Park. It's a small haul to 
Pearl Road, near the railroad 
tracks, and it's only one quarter 
of an acre, but it comes with a 
guarantee that your roomie or 
Sour chemistry professor won't 
e there. Nor will Wallace. 
Also west of town is another 
park less traveled by: Raskins 
and   Conneaut.   Grass,   small 
trees and the old town reservoir 
provide scenery at this six acre 
refuse. 
Stfll not satisfied? Check out 
Bellard Park on Sand Ridge 
Road, the Tot Lot on Pearl and 
Western Roads or the West Poe 
Road Recreation Area. 
. n !S a few rules to remember: All city parks are open from 8:00 
turn, till 11:00 p.m. That healthy 
fresh air will more than compen- 
sate for the urge to drown your 
sorrows, so leave the beer in the 
cooler at home. That goes for 
any other alcohol as well. And 
keep any non-human on a leash. 
Sorry, that doesn't mean Wal- 
lflCC. 
Excitement found 
at area hot spots 
Landlord/tenant arguments arise 
by Pam Columbo 
reporter  
The warmer weather seems to 
make night life in Bowling 
Green an interesting prospect 
for those who choose any ot the 
bars, restaurants or movie the- 
aters offered in the area. 
Howard's Club H, 210 N. Main 
St, with no cover charge offers 
nightly drink specials as well as 
live music ranging from rock to jazz. 
Every Thursday through Sat- 
urday, music of live bands fills 
the bar, beginning this weekend 
with the "Wet Shavers." 
According to Patrick Crowley, 
a "patron" of the bar, every 
type of person goes to Howard's. 
''You always feel like you fit in, 
no matter now you're dressed," 
be said. Crowley added that he 
especially liked the unique mu- 
ral on the wall at Howard's. "No 
matter what you're wearing 
stop in at Howard's either for 
the live bands or the "lizards on 
the walls," Crowley said. 
If you feel like cutting foot- 
loose, Uptown, 126 N. Main St., 
opens the week with Motown 
Night every Monday. 
"People like the oldies," John 
Hobble, employee, said. He 
added that Mondays are "crazy 
and unbelievable." but the at- 
mosphere is "laid-back" on the 
weekends. 
UPTOWN ALSO offers nightly 
drink specials and for the sum- 
mer, charges no cover. 
For the movie-goers, the Uni- 
versity Activities Organization 
offers a free movie every 
Wednesday in the Main Audito- 
rium on campus. Some of the 
movies include "Night Shift," 
"American GraffitTand "The 
World According to Garp." No 
student ID card is necessary. 
The Cla-zel Theater, 129 N. 
Main St., is open for two show- 
ings dally, one at 7:30 p.m. and 
the other between 9 and 9:45 
p.m. Movies are always $1.00. 
The Stadium Cinema I and II, 
1600 E. Wooster St., also has two 
showings during the week with 
matinees on weekends. Tuesday 
nights are family nights with 
adult tickets at $2, and Wednes- 
days are student nights with 
tickets also at $2. 
In the area of food, if you want 
something out-of-the-ordinary, 
try Margarita's at 1740 E. Woos- 
ter St. for Mexican food or the 
Polynesian Village at 134 W. 
Wooster St for Chinese-Oriental 
food. 
When the summer nights get! 
warm and you want to get out 
and test out the nightlife, visit 
toe places mentioned above or 
discover some getaways on your 
own. 
Cases handled; SLS lawyer working 
by Teresa Perrettl 
news editor  
Since its inception, the Student 
Legal Service has offered legal 
council to any student, paying 
the $2 fee, advice and represen- 
tation on legal matters which 
may involve problems needing 
legal knowledge. 
Karl Sutler, the lawyer hired 
by the SLS board to conduct this 
legal service, has been working 
on campus since May 2 and has 
helped solve various land- 
lord/tenant cases, traffic viola- 
tions and consumer problems 
concerning students at the Uni- 
versity. 
"I have answered a lot of 
questions concerning land- 
lord/tenant problems. Sutler 
said. There has been a wide 
range of problems but most 
have been minor and were in the 
stages to be worked out by dis- 
cussion." 
Suiter, a former resident of 
Franklin County who worked in 
the public defender's office, be- 
lieves many of the problems he 
is faced with will be worked out 
by the students themselves 
when a pamphlet is produced 
answering questions about 
rights. 
"Hopefully in the fall we will 
have a booklet telling students 
about their rights and answering 
simple legal questions like 
where to go and what to do for 
different Types of problems," 
Sutter said. 
SUTTER  HAS  handled  25 
cases since setting up office on 
the third floor of the University 
Union. 
"All of the cases havent been 
long, involved problems but I 
have represented students in 
court on traffic violations and a 
DUI (driving under the intoxi- 
cated)," Sutter said. 
According to Sutter, many of 
the calls have been simple ques- 
tions concerning problems 
which could be dealt with over 
the phone. 
"In the fall when things get 
more hectic, I will have to pick 
the   more  serious   cases  and 
hopefully help out those who 
really need assistance," Sutter 
said. 
The office will be making a 
permanent move across the hall 
at the end of June. Sutter is 
hoping to hire a secretary/para- 
legal to help with the organiza- 
tion of the service. 
The SLS office is open during 
regular office hours and stu- 
dents may call 372-0295 for legal 
council. 




If excercise and leisure are a 
large part of your summer rec- 
reation, then a summer pass to 
the Student Recreation Center 
may be of interest to you. 
Membership fee is $40 per 
person; spouses may join for 
half price. Immediate family 
members under the age of II are 
admitted free when accompa- 
nied by a parent member. 
Membership allows fall use of 
the center from May 14 to Au- 
gust 28 and during University 
academic breaks. Use of the Rec 
Center Includes Cooper Pool, the 
elevated running track and the 
club pool. 
Summer members will have 
the option of enrolling in learn-to 
swim programs for adults and 
children at all levels of skill. 
Registration for those programs 
will begin at 9 p.m. June 11. 
There is a $5 per person fee for 
those attending the lessons. 
Daring the week of June 4-8 
and Jane 11-15 the Rec Center 
office will be open 9 a.m. to 7 
pjn. The office will also be open 
noon to 3 pan. on Saturdays. 
For further information con- 
tact the Rec Center office at 372- 
1711. 
2 bg news/may 30 1984 
—editorial— 
Rec Center charge 
should be optional 
The Recreation Center was built to service 
"all" students. An elaborate place to relax 
and get rid of everyday stress, the Rec Center 
seemed a perfect example of an equal opportunity 
facility. Why is it that after paying $40 a semester 
(whether you choose to or not) you cannot use the 
Rec Center as a part-time student in the summer 
unless you pay an extra cost of $13? 
What we are not told is that even though we pay 
over $80 during the regular school year for its 
services, those of us staying for the summer in 
Bowling Green will be paying more money for its use, 
despite the fact that we are taking summer classes 
part-time. 
Summer school is primarily a chance to catch up 
on needed hours or get a head start for the fall. Some 
students stay in town to retain their jobs and make 
extra money for the coming school year. But can you 
take advantage of the rec center's modern facilities 
at your leisure? 
Yes, but it's going to cost you. Forget the fact that 
you paid $80 during the last eight months for a facility 
you barely even thought about, let alone used be- 
cause you were too busy. Forget the fact that rec 
center usage is minimal during the summer season, 
to the point where anyone in Wood County can get a 
summer pass. 
Forget all the trouble you have every visit to the 
rec center trying to convince the gatekeeper that you 
really are taking classes and are entitled to admis- 
sion. 
What would be so wrong if students, attending 
BGSU more than one year, were given unlimited use 
of the rec for the full summer since they will even- 
tually pay over $300 during their remaining years at 
the University? 
Granted, a loss of income for the facility would 
result, but would the difference be very marginal? 
We would like to suggest a new policy for the rec 
center allowing those students taking full time 
classes in the spring and fall to be allowed free 
admission to the rec center during the following 
summer. The presenting of valid i.d.'s from both 
terms at the gate would be sufficient proof. 
U.S. aid misses real enemy 
Writing on the wall tells 
of generation's lost soul 
Greg Thomas 
editorial editor 
There is a monolithic black 
wall in Washington, D.C., with 
57,000 names on it. The structure 
is a surrealistic representation 
of the letter 'V.' Cold fingers 
reach out and caress the letters 
of a loved-one's name. Tears 
swell... 
Here lies the untold stories of 
death, of service, and of a period 
in this nation's existence which 
has scarred the moral fiber of an 
entire generation. 
They died serving their coun- 
try - even the young lieutenant, 
fragged by his own frustrated 
soldiers, or the anguished sol- 
dier who, looking for a way 
home, turned his own M-16 on 
himself. An interesting thing 
about the M-16: The weapon's 
rifling is such that a round 
aimed at a foot can exit out of a 
shoulder as the flattened metal 
bounces and follows the trail of 
bone and tissue. 
It was a lesson learned early 
in the war. 
There were two ways out of 
Vietnam: A body bag, or doing 
your twleve months. 
Few realized that those twelve 
months could readily cost them 
a price that a lifetime could not 
You see him sitting in a bar. A 
rumpled Jungle cap cocked on 
his head. Talk to him. Listen to 
bis fears, his dreams, and his 
nightmares. Listen how he was 
in the jungle one night, on a 
Chinook helicopter headed for 
Saigon the next morning, and 
aboard a commercial airliner 
headed for San Francisco hours 
later. Listen how he tells of 
walking off the passenger ramp 
in San Francisco, with the mud 
of a rice paddy still on Ms jungle 
boots, thirty-six hours after be- 
ing in a fire fight three thousand 
miles from home. 
Look. You see them on tele- 
vision this time of year. They 
wear old, faded field jackets. 
They stand in silent vigils as the 
wind wips their long hair and 
beards. They embrace each 
other, comforting anguished, si- 
lent screams mat only their 
hearts can hear. 
When you see one hand a 
handkerchief to a another to 
wipe away stinging tears, re- 
member that you are seeing the 
tears of a generation, tears of 
bavins their innocence ripped 
from their guts and left in a far jungle. 
Listen to the veteran of the 
Vietnam experience, and hear 
his pain. Remember the time 
America wrote 57,000 names on 
a wall each a story of pain and 
loss, of loved ones left behind, of 
lives shattered. 
Listen to the tremors of the 
the aftershocks of lost f u- 
And know that the Vietnam 
experience can return, shatter- 
ing the lives of yet another gen- 
eration. 
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This is the first of a three part 
commentary focusing on the 
Central American situation. 
Part one examines the history of 
aid to the region, part two will 
address the factions Involved 
and their ideological viewpoints, 
while part three will critique the 
overall regional policy of the 
United States in Central Amer- 
ica. 
by Greg Thomas 
editorial editor 
You would think that anyone 
who has appeared in so many 
grade B movies as Ronald Rea- 
gan would be able to recognize 
the good guys from the bad guys 
in any script. 
But Reagan's Central Ameri- 
can policy is failing because of 
an inability to recognize that the 
real enemy south of our border 
is not communism, but poverty. 
The means in which the 
United States attacks the prob- 
lems of an unjust distribution of 
income, and the exploitation of 
the masses by an authoriatarian 
elite, are the key to bringing 
political freedom and economic 
stability to the region. 
This nation has consistently 
modeled nearly all of its foreign 
aid programs on the one great 
economic assistance success 
story America has had.. 
In 1947, The Marshal plan 
pumped $13 billion into war rav- 
aged Western European nations, 
and by 1950 that region was 
prospering ecconomically at a 
rate faster than in 1938. 
But this form of military and 
economic aid worked in Europe 
for the same reasons such aid 
will not work in Central Amer- 
ica. In Europe, the engineers 
were still there, the infrastruc- 
ture necessary to support indus- 
trial rebuilding and expansion 
were there, and the raw 
material of well educated, 
skilled workers were there. 
All three of these advantages 
are not present in Central Amer- 
ica. 
The conditions in El Salvador, 
Honduras, Costa Rica, and Nica- 
ragua are the result of genera- 
tions of economic exploitation of 
the poor, and a consistent attack 
on political freedom by right- 
wing governments. 
A war can destroy a country's 
economy, but it takes the repres- 
sion of human rights for a cen- 
tury to create the social ills 
present in Central America. 
Reagan's current regional aid 
package is not something new. it 
is a program which failed in the 
1960s, and is headed for failure in 
the 1980s. 
In the 1960s, the Kennedy Ad- 
ministration attempted to re- 
make Latin America through 
the Alliance For Progress. The 
goal of the program was to cre- 
ate economic progress in the 
region, holding the philosophy 
that along with economic 
growth, political freedom and 
stability would be close behind. 
After pumping $20 billion into 
Latin America, social disloca- 
tion, hunger, poverty and an 
obscene distribution of eco- 
monic wealth still existed in 
Central America. 
After a decade of the efforts 
under the Alliance For Pro- 
gress, for each $100 spent on a 
per capita basis, it is estimated 
that the bottom 20 percent of the 
population on the economic lad- 
der received only $2. 
And economic growth does not 
insure political freedom; Brazil 
experienced its most rapid eco- 
nomic growth under a repres- 
sive military regime. 
Now, a decade after the fail- 
ure of the Alliance For Pro- 
gress, Henry Kissenger's 
commission proposes the same 
form of aid that failed In the 
past. The commission recom- 
mended that a total of $24 billion 
be funneled to the Central Amer- 
ican region, one-third of which 
would come from the United 
States, and the balance coming 
from Western European na- 
tions, the International Mone- 
tary Fund, the World Bank, and 
Japan. 
According to the Bipartisan 
Commission on Central Amer- 
ica, after this massive amount 
of aid has been delivered over a 
five year period, the region 
would not be imporoved, but 
only returned to the economic 
condition existing in 1960; the 
billions of dollars will not im- 
prove life, will not end political 
repression, will not rid the pris- 
ons of tortured political prison- 
ers, but only return the region to 
a sick status quo of four years 
ago. 
If the region's problems could 
simply be solved bv the infusion 
of massive aid, what happened 
between the period of 1962 and 
1978? 
In 1978,66 percent of El Salva- 
dor's national wealth went Into 
the pockets of the richest 20 
percent of the population. 
In Honduras, 57 per cent of the 
people live in extreme poverty. 
In Guatemala, the poor are 
estimated to be worse off now 
than a decade earlier. 
Throughout the region, ten 
percent of children die before 
they reach five-years of age. 
It is estimated that one-third 
of the entire regional population 
cannot afford an adequate diet. 
Children are dying, so Reagan 
sends El Salvador more heli- 
copters. 
With decades of ecomonic aid 
and military support, the region 
failed to improve. 
The redistribution of income, 
heralded as the major source of 
instability which the Soviet 
Union, Cuba and Nicaragua ex- 
ploit to their advantage for terri- 
torial and ideological expansion, 
has never occurred. 
There are many reasons why 
this aid has failed to bring about 
the desired results of economic 
stability and democratic rule: 
•Resistance to progress by the 
elite ruling class, who have been 
reaping the rewards of exploita- 
tion of the peasantry. 
•The apathy of the middle 
class towards the plight of the 
poor (the majority). 
•Managerial deficiencies in 
goverment administration and 
program implementation. 
•An overall ignorance in de- 
signing antipoverty programs. 
One regional policy critic has 
said that the Central American 
nations do not have the govern- 
mental resources necessary to 
efficiently utilize the proposed 
aid increases. 
And, the overall regional debt 
is estimated to be at $15 billion. 
Chances are a large portion of 
the recommended aid for the 
region will simply be returned to 
major banks and the treasury of 
the United States to pay interest 
on existing debts Central Ameri- 
can nations have accrued. 
Grenada: Bring on the goodies 
by Gary Willis 
GRENADA - Our evangel has 
proceeded us. Though Grenadi- 
ans. like other West Indians, still 
walk slow, they drive fast - 
sweet slow manner, loud blaring 
radios. The American soldier 
driving a jeep in front of me is as 
tentative on the left-hand side of 
the road as I am - a taxi barges 
by with a mocking toot of its 
horn. The jeep touches its siren 
in return, and under four hel- 
mets the young Americans 
laugh. 
"Americans have all the 
girls," I am told. But the Ameri- 
cans can do no wrong. They are 
bringing the goods. On most of 
the island, the water runs from 
taps sporadically, if at all. The 
Americans are bringing the 
pumps. On all of the island, 
electricity is turned off - suppos- 
edly for eight-hour periods da- 
ily, but at times for periods of up 
to 12 hours. The Americans are 
bringing generators. 
The invasion knocked down 
telephone poles in one whole 
area, and the phones operate 
whimscially, if at all. That, too, 
the Americans will get around to 
fixing, if they iust stay long 
enough. "You should stay for- 
ever, one cab driver told me. 
"It is wrong to rescue people 
and then abandon them." 
The power failures here have 
odd results. Pour as the little 
island is, it has a flourishing 
library of videocassette movies 
for rent. I talked to the woman 
at the counter, who said people 
keep the tapes until there is 
power enough to see them, but 
do not waste the precious hours 
of "juice" on the task of rewind- 
ing. They all come back without 
that. 
Horror stories make up the 
largest category of movies (su- 
pernatural, sci-fi and haunted 
house varities), beating out the 
second largest group, of west- 
erns - even though the last is 
padded out with such accidental 
accretions as "West Side Story" 
and "All Quiet on the Western 
Front." 
We technologize from the top 
down, and in this case the dregs 
are on the top. We offer the 
fruits of consumerism, or rather 
the froth, before there is the 
base of capitalism. We expect or 
demand political independence 
before there is economic inde- 
pendence. We will supply the 
goodies. Is it any wonder social 
revolutionaries are purintanical 
about American consumer prod- 
ucts? Yet we call that a reject- 
ion of freedom. 
Black American soldiers have 
turned up on Grenada before, 
but wearing British uniforms - 
"three companies of King's ne- 
groes," freed black slaves from 
the American Revolution, were 
garrisoned at Fort George in 
1793. Twice before, American 
allies took this fortress on the 
island - the English during our 
French and Indian War, the 
French during our Revolution. 
The French victory in 1779 was, 
according to A.T. Mahan, an 
action that, "viewed as an iso- 
lated event, was the most disas- 
trous in result the British navy 
had fought" in over a century. 
Our invasion is in a long line of 
great military exploits. 
Fort George, now Fort Rupert 
is the police station at present - 
and the site where Maurice 
Bishop was killed on the "bloody 
Wednesday" before we invaded. 
It took me a long time to win 
entry to the fort, and the secu- 
rity man showing me around the 
old 18th-century structure was 
nervous about my use of a cam- 
era. One dreary modern hut, 
unmarked, could not - by weird 
security protocol - be photo- 
graphed. 
He showed me into the court- 
yard where Bishop was exe- 
cuted, directly under the cannon 
on the ancient rampart. A bas- 
ketball backboard stands in the 
yard, over by the classical door- 
way to a barracks. When Bish- 
op's followers were fired on, 
some jumped off the fortress 
ramparts, breaking limbs in the 
mad scramble to get away from 
the followers of Bernard Coard. 
It was the death of Bishop, 
whose airport we had denounced 
as a Cuban plot, whose request 
for aid we had turned down, that 
gave us our excuse to invade, 
vindicating the martyr we 
helped topple. Well, bring in the 
generators, it is time to watch 
the videotapes. 
Gary Willis is a syndicated col- 
umnist with the University 
Press Syndicate. 
Politics inevitable in Olympics 
by Eric Popp 
reporter 
The Russians aren't coming. 
The Russians aren't coming. 
This seems to be the major 
concern of the country as the 
Olympics begin in two months. 
The Soviet Union, along with the 
other Warsaw Pact countries 
and Cuba, have boycotted the 
Games, claiming their athletes 
would not be safe in the cor- 
rupted city of Los Angeles. 
That's a bunch of baioney. The 
reason they are not coming is 
purely political. We refused to 
attend the Moscow Olympics in 
1980, so they take revenge by not 
coming to ours. They are fight- 
ing fire with fire, so to speak. 
What is this, you ask? The 
Olympics, a political tool? It 
should be a sporting event de- 
void of politics, you say. It 
should be, but it isn't, and never 
has been. African countries and 
Taiwan boycotted the Olympics 
in 1976 because countries they 
did not like were going. Palestin- 
ian terrorists killed 11 Israeli 
athletes In 1972. American black 
athletes gave a power salute 
during award ceremonies in 
1968. Hitler used the Olympics in 
1936 to promote his theory of 
white supremacy, which went 
down the toilet thanks in part to 
Jesse Owen's exploits. 
The people who are hurt by 
this political maneuvering are 
not the involved governments, 
but the athletes. Athletes don't 
care about politics; they train 
for years to compete against the 
best athletes in the world, and 
they are now deprived of this 
chance. 
The Olympics cannot be held 
in the country of a superpower, 
for a boycott will surely result. 
Possible solutions are to have a 
permanent site for the Games. 
Greece is a logical choice, for 
the Games originated in this 
country. Another solution is to 
spread individual events 
throughout the world, making 
an overall boycott ineffective. 
Something must be done, or a 
boycott by some countries every 
four years will be as automatic 
as the sun rising in the East. 
Unless some changes are made, 
the Games should just be elimi- 
nated, for as they are now, they 
are not really games at all. 
Eric Popp, a senior iournaism 
major from Cincinnati, is a re- 
porter for the BG News. 
Shopping mania strikes hard 
by Teresa Perrettl 
news editor  
Everyone seems to have self- 
indulgent indiosyncrasies. Mine 
is shopping. 
I cannot go into a store without 
buying something, even if it's 
the paper bag with the handles 
you can get for fifty cents as you 
walk in the door. 
I admit it; I have a real prob- 
lem. I sleep with my Mastercard 
and Visa. I don't have to ask: 
Mastercard find me something 
in blue ... I already have a blue 
dress, blue earrings and a blue 
purse all to match my blue ny- 
lons and blue shoes. 
I own charge cards for every 
major department store in the 
United States. I sent away for a 
Sax Fifth Avenue and a Bloo- 
mingdales just the other day 
because my Ralph Lauren 
charge is overdrawn from my 
trip to Denver during spring 
break. (Honest, they nave an 
exclusive Ralph Lauren store in 
Denver with every color of polo 
shirt, shorts, shoes and ties you 
can imagine.) 
Besides having charge cards 
for Macy's, Sears and J.C. Pen- 
ney, I nave your major gas 
cards too. If I can't think of 
anything to buy (which happens 
about once a month) then I fill 
up my car with unleaded pre- 
mium. I feel so good handing 
that plate over to the person at 
the window, that I run right over 
to my favorite shoe outlet and 
buy a pair of pumps or loafers or 
espadrilles or tennis shoes or 
cowboy boots or... 
I can't stop my urge to spend 
and I already have ten collection 
agencies calling me on my GTE 
telephone billing charge. I have 
tried to cut through those num- 
bers on my Mastercard, but 
every rip is like a rip in my new 
100 percent silk dress which I got 
on sale at The Limited for $350. 
It Is useless. I will never be 
able to cure my need to flash 
that charge whenever I see a 
purse or a pair of earrings I just 
have to have. I am so far gone 
that no one can help me now. 
Walt a minute, that's it. I need 
to go to one of those support 
groups so that I can lick this 
thing and get started on the road 
to a zero balance. 
But I don't know of any such 
group. I know there is Alcoholics 
Anonymous, and Overeaters 
Anonymous, and help for bat- 
tered wives, but I have never 
seen a Impulsive Shoppers 
Anonymous group. 
I believe I lust hit on a great 
idea for the latest way to cure 
your spending habits and begin 
a life without charge cards and 
bouncing checks. 
If you have the urge to buy 
that fifty cent bag when you 
walk out the door of your favor- 
ite department or speciality 
shop send a self-addressed ■tamped enevelop to ISA - Im- 
pulsive Shoppers Anyomous, c/o 
the BG News, 106 University 
Hall. 
This might be the most impor- 
tant letter you will ever write. 
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Author, author bg news slaff/Susan Cross 
Dr. William Spragens, author of five previous books, Is presently working on his lastest book which will 
feature contributions from local authors on presidents from this century. 
Myles retires after 18 years 
in College of Education 
by Eric Popp 
reporter 
After 18 years at the Univer- 
sity and over 20 years in elemen- 
tary schools, Joyce Myles, 
creator of the College of Educa- 
tion's MEP program, retired 
from the teaching profession 
Spring semester 
"111 miss teaching, but the 
time is right," Myles, assistant 
professor of curriculum and in- 
struction, said. 
The coordinater of the Univer- 
sity's elementary program for 
the past sevenyears, Myles said 
this semester felt like any other 
year, but "it will hit me in the 
fall when I don't come back." 
Continuing on in the teaching 
profession, Myles says she 
wants to stay involved in the 
field. 
"I've already accepted seve- 
ral offers from elementary tea- 
chers to teach a creative writing 
lesson. Some want me to teach 
writing in general," she said. 
At her retirement announce- 
ment, the Elementary Advisory 
Student Board installed a bul- 
letin board on the Elementary 
Building's second floor and re- 
named a teaching scholarship in 
Myles' honor. 
"I asked my peers who were 
going to give me a retirement 
gift to donate money to the 
scholarship   fund.   Hopefully 
we'll reach $5000 by fall* 
The scholarship, currently 
consisting of I2MXW000, will be 
given to a deserving senior. 
Interacting, along with teach- 
ing her students, is one aspect of 
her job that Myles believes she 
will miss a lot. 
"They gave me a retirement 
party in class on my last day. 
That meant a lot to me." 
Myles says she encountered 
some resistance when she intro- 
duced the MEP program to the 
education dean 16 years ago. 
The program consists of sending 
elementary education students 
out to the schools as part of their 
methods program. 
"She didn't think students 
would be interested in going to 
the schools," Myles said. "I 
finally got her to agree that if I 
could get 30 students signed, I 
could nave the program. That 
day in class, eight students 
signed, and soon there were 30. 
It's been a success since." 
~ %0    352-2587 
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Baaf Enchilada 
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FRIDAY   | 95 
4" Mexican Pizza 
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• Open Tues. thru Sat. 11 a.m. 'til the fun ends • 
• Open Sunday noon 'til midnight • 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WED-SAT 
Old Fashioned Bargain Days    | 
Save as much as 1/2 Price 
Our new summer stock of 
mens and ladies better 
traditional clothing and 
sportswear is reduced this 
weekend as much as 
30% and 50%. 
Sidewalk Sales 
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 
Vftskrers-Ghdievx 
1MB i&abg aotmee&B 
101 N. Main 
"On the 4 corners" 
Local authors compile book 
by Larry Harris 
slotf reporter 
Imagine the trials and tribula- 
tions ot a professor responsible 
for supervising and coordinating 
20 college students with very 
tight schedules and numerous 
duties. Now imagine that profes- 
sor working with numerous pro- 
fessors ana authors as busy as 
those students. 
That is the plight of Dr. Wil- 
liam Spragens, political science 
professor, as he prepares his 
latest book,''Popular Images of 
American Presidents," a collab- 
oration of more than 20 authors 
from around the country. 
"It's a massive project," 
Spragens said. "Basically, it 
started four years ago and the 
end is not yet in sight. We're now 
on a second deadline and it looks 
like we're not going to make it." 
The book, Spragens said, 
deals with the mystique of the 
presidency. It will include chap- 
ters on all the 20th century presi- 
dents as well as Washington, 
Jefferson. Jackson, Lincoln, 
Cleveland and Hayes. 
"We have a lot of different 
viewpoints," Spragens said. 
These include historians, jour- 
nalists and political scientists. 
According to Dr. Emil Dan- 
sker, associate professor of jour- 
nalism and one of the 
contributing authors. Spragens 
was not necessarily looking for 
different styles of writing. "He 
just felt that there would be 
value in having a Journalist con- 
tribute. He said the writing 
didn't have to be homogenous." 
DANSKER'S CONTRIBU- 
TION to "Popular Images" is a 
chapter on William Howard 
Taft, 27th president of the 
United States, titled "The Ge- 
nial Giant." 
Dansker said. "But it de- 
scribes Taft as he was - a big, 
Dansker spent hours in the 
Library of Congress as well as 
interviewing Taft's son and 
grandson researching his sub- 
He said his essay reveals that 
Taft didn't just enjoy politics. In 
1921 he became chief justice. 
"Taft felt this feat was his major 
accomplishment," Dansker 
said. 
Ttie chapter by Dansker is just 
an example of what to expect in 
the book. Other contributing au- 
thors from the University in- 
clude Dr. David Skaggs, 
professor of history, Dr. Dennis 
Anderson, assistant professor of 
political science, Dr. David Rol- 
ler, professor of history, and 
Bernard Sternsher, professor of 
history. 
"Popular Images of American 
Presidents," Spragens' fifth 
book, is published by Greenwood 
Press, Connecticut. 
Spragens received an advance 
on the book from the publisher 
as well as a small grant from the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
"Political science is not a heav- 
ily subsidized area," Spragens 
said."We don't have any 
Scripps-Howard Foundation." 
Each chapter of the book, 
Spragens said, will be an essay 
on one or two presidents. "When 
we started out. we were opti- 
mistic about not having much to 
write about Reagan, he said. 
"Now it looks like well have to 
divide the Carter-Reagan chap- 
ter into two chapters. 
Spragens' contributions to the 
book include the introduction, a 
chapter on John F. Kennedy and 
Lyndon B. Johnson, a collabora- 
tion on the Herbert Hoover chap- 
ter and the task of editing the 
entire publication. 
"Initially, I was very enthu- 
siastic about the project," Spra- 
Csaid. "But it's been a long 
. Once I'm through this 
stage (of gathering information 
from the authors), 111 feel better 
about it." 
"Popular Images of American 
Presidents" will be worth the 
effort, Spragens said, because of 
its uniqueness. "The closest 
thing to it is "The President in 
the 20th Century' by Louis 
Filler." 
Spragens said the book is so 
titled simply because "Political 
scientists can never use short 
titles." 
Celestial event 
Solar eclipse visible today 
A solar eclipse will be visible 
in Northwest Ohio today from 
11:10 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., with the 
maximum, or mid-eclipse, to 
occur at 12:35 p.m. 
An eclipse of the sun occurs 
somewhere in the world each 
year, Dr. Roger Ptak, profesor 
of physics and astronomy here 
at the University said. "Those 
viewed in the United States oc- 
cur less frequent and Ohioans 
will   view   about   80   percent 
eclipse this year," Ptak said 
Ptak cautioned against view- 
ing the eclipse directly through 
any means other than specially 
equipped telescopes. 
Two specially equipped tele- 
scopes will be available on the 
root of the new Physical Science 
Laboratory building located in 
the east end of campus behind 
the Math/Science building for 
those wishing to view the 
eclipse. 
The telescopes will be avail- 
able from noon to two p.m. if a 
clear day is on hand. If the sky is 
completely cloudy, only a 12:30 
p.m. presentation will be given. 
For further information about 
the availability of the special 
telescopes or the presentations 
on the solar eclipse, contact Dr. 
Roger Ptak or Dr. Dale Smith in 
the University's physics and as- 
tronomy department at 372-2422. 
Summer Sleepwear 
Sale 
Just when you need it — 
The Entire Stock 
Babydolls • Knit Nite Shirts • Short and 
Long Gowns * Robes and Peignoir Sets 
(This week only) 
20% to 40% OFF 
Many unlisted reductions throughout the store 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
Ph. 352-6225 
Summer hours: Mon-Sat 10 to 5:30 Tues Eve. 'till 8:30 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
OLD FASHIONED BARGAIN DAYS 
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. May 31, June 1 & 2 
Most stores open til 9 p.m. Thurs. & Fri. 
Sidewalk Sale - Bargains Galore 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
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Patton new B.A. dean Courtesy, not rule, applies 
Dr. Robert Patton was named 
dean of the College of Business 
Administration May 21 after 
serving as acting dean for the 
past two years. 
Patton was selected from 
about 50 applicants following a 
national search begun by a cam- 
pus screening committee in No- 
vember 1963. The apppointment 
is effective July 1. 
Patton has been a member of 
the University faculty since 
1967. He succeeds Dr. Karl Vogt, 
who had been dean since 1968 
and is currently the University's 
vice president for operations. 
Patton has served in many 
academic capacities since join- 
ing the Bowling Green faculty as 
an assistant professor. He was 
promoted to full professor of 
applied statistics and operations 
research in 1978. Patton chaired 
that department from 1977-82. Dr. Robert Patton 
He is a graduate of Tarkio 
College and the University of 
Missouri at Columbia where he 
earned his master's and doc- 
toral degrees. 
Patton has taught and advised 
at the graduate and undergrad- 
uate levels within the depart- 
ment and he has co-authored 
articles which have appeared in 
a variety of profession Journals. 
He was chairman of the Uni- 
versity's ad hoc committee on 
tenure and promotion in 1981-82 
and he headed a subcommittee 
on resources as a member of the 
steering committee charged 
with preparing for University 
review by the North Central 
Accrediting Agency team. 
He has served on the Dean's 
Council, the Task Force on Con- 
figuration, the Undergraduate 
Council and the ad hoc Task 
Force on Computing during the 
past year. 
Rumors abound on campus 
by Larry Hotrli 
slnH reporter iff scene is classic. Students 
nervously shifting in their seats, 
ricing at watches, counting 
seconds. The waiting is un- 
bearable. 
Finally, the time is up. A sig- 
nal is given and the assemblage 
in the classroom makes a mad 
dash for the door. The instructor 
is late and, to these students, his 
time is up. 
Just how long must a class 
have to wait for the instructor to 
show? Some students say 10 
minutes. Others swear by an 
elaborate system of allowed tar- 
diness based on classification 
and rank (e.g. 20 minutes for a 
full professor, IS for an asso- 
ciate, 10 for an assistant or be- 
low). Others* a minority) will 
wait the hill period. 
In truth, there is no set rule. 
According to the University 
Governance Document, a set of 
eies compiled by the Faculty 
te and used as guidelines by 
administration and faculty 
members, instructors are given 
"the responsibility to meet 
classes and other academic obli- 
gations regularly and at sched- 
uled times." 
No mention is made concern- 
ing what students are expected 
to do if an instructor is absent at 
the beginning of the class pe- 
riod. 
"There are so many unwritten 
policies in this university," Deb- 
orah Magrum, secretary to the 
vice president of academic af- 
fairs, said. "I believe that 10 
minutes is the standard. It's Just 
courtesy." 
Dennis Hale, associate profes- 
sor of Journalism, said that he 
agrees with the 10 minute policy. 
"I've taught at three different 
places, ana I've always heard 
that 10 minutes is right," Hale 
said. "If I were delayed 10 min- 
utes, I wouldn't expect students 
to be there." 
BG investigator recognized by VFW 
Edison to give city refund 
The City of Bowling Green 
received a nice present from the 
Toledo Edison Company on Fri- 
day, according to Lyle Wright, 
director of utilities. Bowling 
Green received a check for 
J714.134.18 as a refund. 
The refund covers the differ- 
ence between the old and new 
amounts paid for power and 
energy between June 1,1983 and 
February 1, 1984 by the city. 
Bowling Green began purchas- 
ing wholesale power from AMP- 
Ohio on February 1. 
Wright said that all customers 
of the Bowling Green Municipal 
Utilities between those dates are 
entitled to a portion of the refund 
and will receive credit on the 
first billing cycle of utility bills 
in June 1964. He said that expla- 
nations of those credits will be 
mailed with the utility bills. 
The refund is the result of 18 
months of negotiations to reduce 
the Wholesale Power Purchase 
Rate of the city's Municipal Uti- 
I I 
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WE'LL MAKE YOU 
FEEL BEAUTIFUL ALL OVER 
At our salon, haircare is just the beginning of your 
total beauty plan. 
We go beyond the hairline to skin care, nail care and 
pedicure services. Even soothing facials and relaxing 
massages. Our trained experts can help you solve 
skin and nail care problems by prescribing the right 
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lities. 
The University will be among 
the customers receiving a re- 
fund. Right now a computer is 
determing the rate to be re- 
funded to the customers and this 
information will be available 
later this week. 
Wright said, "We've been 
waiting for this a long time. 
People got tired of me saying 
that we were going to get credit. 
Now, we finally are getting the 
refund." 
James Ray an investigator 
with the Bowling Green Univer- 
sity Police Division was named 
as a recipient of the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars Freedom Award 
for excellence in law enforce- 
ment on May 26. 
The award recognizes excel- 
lence in law enforcement prac- 
tice and a lifetime commitment 
to police work and community 
service. Ray was chosen from 
all the law enforcement officers 
in the Wood County area. 
He joined the University in 
1962 as a patrolman. After seve- 
ral promotions, he was named 
as an investigator in 1975. 
As an investigator, Ray works 
as a liason between the Univer- 
sity police and city, county, 
state and federal law enforce- 
ment agencies. 
Ray recently helped in the 
colllection and distribution of 
more than $24,000 worth of food, 
furniture and clothing for vic- 
tims of the Weston tornado. 
He is also involved in the Uni- 
versity's Charities Board Auc- 
tion, which annually raises more 
than $2,000 for local and national 
charities. 
John Helm, chief criminal in- 
vestigator for the prosecutor's 
office nominated Ray for the 
award saying, "In incidents, 
ranging from murder to simple 
community relations, Jim has 
alway been someone we can 
turn to unhesitatingly. 
PICKET 
From page one 
copy of a letter from his attor- 
ney stating that prevailing 
wages were being paid. 
Work on the West Hall project, 
which has been beset with delay 
and setbacks since it was begun 
last October, will not be inter- 
rupted as a result of the picket, 
said Robert McGeein, director 
of capital planning. 
"The University has no part to 
play in it (the picket) at all," he 
said, adding, "nor will they be- 
come involved with anything 
between the contractor or the 
union." 
Bill Bess, director of Public 
Safety said his office has re- 
ceived no complaints about the 
picketers, nor does he envision 
any future problems. 
352-1596 
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kinko's copies 
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Here's how It works: 
Professors organize a selection of class readings 
(check copyright law for legal use of material) 
and drop the master off at Kinko's. 
Kinko's will - _    „ 
- Duplicate it 
- Assemble Custom Notebooks 
• Distribute them to your students at 
a reduced rate 
Our Professor Publishing Plan is available at no 
cost to you or your department. 
325 E. Wooster St. 
354-3977 
(Across From Taco Bell) 
Open 7 days 
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Bring a fistful of dollars to... BEN'S AUCTION 
Everybody's welcome at Ben's Helena Auction: Ben and Mary Aldrich (above) have managed the store and auction since 1979 as a hobby. 
Stepping through the doorway of Ben's Helena Auction six miles 
west of Fremont on Route 6 is like taking a step back in time. 
Visitors are lavished with down-home country kindness as they 
venture through the store to admire the nostalgic mementos 
adorning the walls. Ben's Helena auction, a veritable warehouse of 
odds and ends in all shapes and sizes, displays posters of Mae West, 
Rudy Valentino and John Wayne, as well as a deer's head here and a 
flag of the thirteen colonies there. 
Old lanterns of varying design hang susupended from the ceiling. 
The right side of the store is given to housing furniture and antiques, 
popular purchase items among customers. 
A first-time visitor is welcomed warmly into the store by Ben 
Aldrich, proprieter, and his wife, Mary. Both have been active with 
their "hobby" since they bought the store on April 15,1979. Ben and 
Mary, along with their five children, operate the store six days a 
week from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
On Friday nights, however, the modest store is transformed into 
an auction arena. 
Shortly before the auction begins at 7 p.m., elderly men wearing 
hats and smoking pipes rock slowly in their chairs, reminiscing and 
exchanging pleasantries. 
William Hofacker of Fremont considers the auction "a place to go 
to pass the time." To which Don Hoffman jokingly replies, "When 
you get that old you have to have something to do." 
Many a Friday nights the store is packed as customers from 
Fostona, Toledo and Michigan wave their bidding paddles in the air 
as Auctioneer Jack Smith rolls off numbers with dizzying speed. 
Smith doubles as auctioneer and entertainer on such occasions 
sprinkling his selling commentary with jokes and anecdotes. One of 
Smith's suggestive comments toward Ben and Mary's daughter, 
Lisa, who works as a secretary, prompted Mary to yell at the 
auctioneer in mock anger, "Your re supposed to be up there making 
my money, not my daughter." 
—i  "    jr. 
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Ben and Mary's store in located on Route 6. six miles 
west of Fremont transforms into a popular gather- 
ing place for locals on Friday night. 
"You name it, Ben's Helena Auction has it" or "If we don't have 
it, you don't need it" might well be two suitable mottos for this 
store/auction. Furniture, dishes, books, antiques, foodstuffs, knicks 
knacks and figurines can be found cluttered throughout the store. 
"The more corners you dig, the more you find," Ben said. 
Of late, the auction has experienced a slow-down effect with 
fanners out in thefield and an increase in garage and yard sales 
over the summer months, Mary Aldrich admits. 
But regular customers - and there are many of them - remain 
loyal. 
"Out of all the auctions I go to, I like this one best," said Ruby 
Matteson of Toledo. "They (Ben and Mary) are more friendly; 
more like family. They're not snooty like some other places," she 
added. 
Ruby's auction companion, Rosemary Boyer from Northwood, 
agrees. 
"I enjoy coming here for the friendliness, Rosemary said. "R's just so different from other sales I've been to. I went to four or five 
other auctions and I'd rather go here than any of them." 
Another "regular" Judy Krueger of Fremont frequents Ben's 
Auction in search of antiques and furnishings for her cottage. She, 
too, enjoys the relaxed atmosphere of the place adding, "the people 
are friendly; it's quite enjoyable." 
Much of the merchandise at the auctions is supplied by dealers 
who sell their goods outright to Ben or by individuals selling on 
consignment with Ben taking a percentage of the profit. 
Despite consistent turnouts at the auction, Ben said the store still 
brings in more business than the auctions. While the store remains a 
hobby for the Aldrichs, it is an expensive one. Between $450 to $500 is 
spent on licensing alone, Ben said, but after five years, the business 
is showing a nice profit. 
Along with being expensive, the hobby is also a time-consuming 
one for Ben who spends an average of 15 hours in the store in 
addition to his 14-hour days at Nickles Bakery in Fremont where he 
is a foreman. 
The store holds about a hundred people, and is 





Lisa Aldrich, Ben and Mary's daughter, is secretary for the auction, and Auctioneer Jack 
Smith, who learned the trade from his father, makes his living calling auctions in Ohio. 
Customers at Ben's Auction eagerly participate in the Friday 
night bargain hunting, because of the friendly, family 
atmosphere. 
William Hofacker (left), a Fremont resident, and Hoyt Matteson, a Toledo resident, 
hang out at the auction because it's "just a. place to go to pass the time." 
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Grants herald departments'excellence 
byMary Hffl 
editor  
Hie University's chemistry 
and psychology departments, 
both fa the College of Arts and 
Sciences, were named to receive 
more than $250,000 by the Ohio 
Board of Regents under their 
Program Excellence Awards. 
The Ohio Board of Regents 
approved |7.S million in Emi- 
nent Scholars and Program Ex- 
cellence Awards for 31 public 
college and university pro- 
grams. The funds were autho- 
rized by Governor Richard 
Celeste and the state legislature 
to initiate excellence and en- 
courage recognition of the high 
education system. 
Celeste said, "I commend the 
Regents for their leadership in 
pursuing educational excellence 
and I want to emphasize the 
importance of the state's higher 
educational resources in eco- 
nomic and jobs development as 
well as in Improving the quality 
of life for Ohio citizens." 
The University's chemistry 
department will receive $169,000 
and will be used to improve 
undergraduate research pro- 
grams and the biochemistry in- 
structional program, to 
purchase specialized equipment 
and to develop an honors semi- 
nar on the implications of chem- 
istry for the contemporary 
society. 
The department of psychology 
will receive $112,000 to purchase 
specialized equipment and mi- 
crocomputers to develop labo- 
ratory experiences for 
psychology courses. 
THE UNIVERSITY received 
two of the 22 Program Excel- 
lence Awards ranging from $75,- 
000 to $189,000. These are "one- 
time grants which will be used to 
enhance existing highquality 
programs In ways which individ- 
ual programs have deemed 
most appropriate," according to 
the Board of Regents. 
The board selected the award 
winning schools from the advice 
of external review teams of dis- 
tinguished scholars from Ohio's 
private colleges and those 
across the U.S. as well as busi- 
ness leaders. Regents' Chair- 
man Richard Krabach said the 
final selection was extremely 
difficult, having begun the proc- 
ess with 131 proposals. The Uni- 
versity had five entries among 
the final 39. 
The five entries included the 
creative writing department, 
the accounting derartrnent and 
the elementary teaching pro- 
gram. 
Krabach said,' 'The number of 
excellent proposals which could 
not be funded in the first round 
of awards bear evidence of the 
need to continue these programs 
in future years." 
University President Paul 
Olscamp said. "To win one 
award is good, but to receive two 
is outstanding." 
The department of biological 
sciences also was among 24 
semif inalists for one of nine Ohio 
Eminent Scholars Program 
grants. These grants of $500,000 
are matched by Institutions 
from private sources to estab- 
lish endowments for distin- 
guished faculty chairs in 
selected graduate programs. 
Fantasy convention draws players 
Despite a low turnout for the 
first annual Fal-Con '84 fantasy 
and wargamming weekend, the 
convention was considered a 
success by the Fantasy and 
Wargamming Society, sponsers 
of the event. 
"We didn't have quite as 
many people as we would have 
liked but it was well organized 
and the exhibiters liked it." said 
Mark Borer, one of the main 
organizers of the convention. 
Over 260 exhibiters and gam- 
ing enthusiasts attended the con- 
vention which was held this past 
weekend at the Bowling Green 
State University Union. The low 
attendance was attributed to the 
holiday weekend. 
The convention featured ex- 
hibiters, ranging from artists, 
sellers of games and bookstore 
owners dealing with fantasy 
gaming. 
The overall reaction from ex- 
hibiters and convention goers 
was positive. 
"For the first time I think it 
was very well organized. There 
was a nice variety of games, 
trade organizations and exhib- 
its," said Ed Bukont, senior 
broadcast journalism major. 
Also, according to Boerer, 
several exhibiters expressed in- 
terest in attending another con- 
vention in '85 and commented 
positively on the weekend's or- 
ganization. 
HELP! HELP!   TDRA5f! 
CAN IT DAY 
pick? up jusb ^<$m piece oP litter] 
and put ib in a receptacle. 
HELP £eep B&su CLEANS BEAUTIFUL| 
BicharoLF celeste.. Governor OFfice c* i-iHerControl 
Ottic Departrr*nt of Mataral 6e&ource«.     "-*  6ov». M^rl H.s*ToeitfO(xr,oWec»iw 
SPECIAL 
$4.50 PI. 352-51 SB 203 l.rti Miln 0HI 4 Ml. 
Free Delivery Chicago Style Pizza 
VOTED BEST PIZZA II BG 
i*f Una 
is u. in nan Pizza 
Adllliinil Horns 7S« u. 
pEfer1 lo's 
Expires 6/30/84 
SUBS- 16 Varieties 
Mini Burgers 
Chili 
—  50* OFF   — 
ANY WHOLE SUB 
EAT IN • CARRY OUT • DELIVERY 
We Deliver Mon Sal  4-close Sun. 10-cJote 
Andersons General Store 518 Illinois Ave , Maumee • Mon -Sat  8-9 • Sun   10-5 
New phone number: 891-2700 
American Tourister luggage at The Andersons' prices. 
50% off American Tourletef's 
suggested Hat prices* on quality 
Escort #6000 series molded and 
nylon luggage. 
Colors in mustang brown, burgundy and 
navy. 
#6000 — 14 Molded Cosmetic Case 
#6019 - 19 Nylon Roll Tote 
#6021 - 20" Nylon Carry-on 
#6047 — 27' Molded Suitcase w Wheels 















'Suggested listed prices used to illustrate comparative value 
Let us help make your life more portable. 
19.93 
AM'FM Personal Portable Radio 
With Two Way Power 
Play on batteries or AC with 
automatic switching. Slide rule dial 
with vernier tuning and 
front-mounted band selection 
switch. Black and silver color. 
#7-2660 
39.96 Your Choice 
AM FM Portable Radio 
"Superadio" sound with two way 
power. Features 6Vi" high 
sensitivity speaker, 700 mw RMS 
audio output, individual bass and 
treble controls and 33" telescoping 
FM antenna. Gray. #7-2861 
AM/FM Radio 
Caaette Recorder 
High performance set with built-in 
AC line cord. Records directly from 
"on the air." Has top mounted 5 
pushbutton tape operation, 
automatic recording level control 
and vernier radio tuning. Silver and 
black. #3-6240 
72.88 
AM/FM Stereo Radio 
Cassette Recorder 
Big sound from two 4" 
speakers. Easy access to 
top-mounted tape and radio 
controls, direct "on-air" 
recording and telescoping 
antenna for clear FM 
reception #3-5252 
52.93 
AM/FM "Great Escape" 
Stereo 
Cassette Headset Player 
Exciting stereo sound lor 
people on the go. Built-in 
AM, FM and FM stereo radio 
Featherweight headphones 
Removable belt clip. LED 
indicators for FM stereo and 
Power/Battery level. 
Automatic tape shut otl in 
Play mode. Black and silver 
#3-5273 
Good Thru 6/13/84 
352-4497 Not VaM WWi Otfte* SpocWs 352-9814 
Don't Print It. 
Futurecopy It.. .At Kinko's. 
Copies • Reductions • Passprot Photos • 
Binding • And much more! 
Kinko's \ 325 E. Wooster  ■•%. I I 11% \J    9 
Futurecopies. Today. . .at Kinko's. 
Hours: M-Thurs - 7:30-8:00, Fri - 7:30-6:00, Sat - 9:00-6:00, 
Sun - 12:00-5:00 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CUREll 
12933 KRAMER RD. 







.HOWARD'S ebb IH 
■Vtay 319 June 19 2 -\ ^ 
THURS: CANADIAN 
NIGHT 
FRIDAY: MILLER TIME 
mo 
cover 210 rurrain 
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EVERYTHING FOR LESS AT 
10 MILLION DOLLAR SMALL APPLIANCE 
: [•11K14 Y/il; *Ti1 ^ »1 3 B 1H i :!• 1 JTTHii:llwt 
Odd Lots has bought out the entire stock of McKesson/Robinson distributors of Los Angeles, San 
Francisco and Reno. We have thousands of NAME BRAND items, all at unbelievable savings. Small 
appliances for the kitchen, hair dryers, curling irons and beauty aids, heaters, telephones, headphones, 
video game cartridges and many, many more items. Hurry in while the selection is best because what 
you see today may be gone tomorrow! 





WATCHES IN STOCK 
Men's watches, Ladies' 
watches, LCD watches, 
Quartz watches. Many 
styles and models to 
choose from, all with the 
Casio quality name. Not 










360* rotating louvers. Infinite 
speed control, whisper quiet 
operation, energy efficient  
10,000 PHONES! 
Save 50% and More! 
On Many Of Our Best 
Selling Styles Of Phones! 
DUE TO THE NATURE Of  OUR BUSINESS QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED 
*&$ 
<d4 
Styles and functions to 
tit all your communica- f^ 







oft   10CUPCOFFEEMAKER 
IJJ M Brews 2-10 cups in just sec- 
•* onds. Exclusive cottee sav- 
er tunnel. Precise tempera- 
ture control. Glass decanter. 
<£<S 
• PUPS 
GTE Solitare I Extension Answer Phone er  QQ 
K71843 Manufacturer's List Price'15.95     0.3s 
GTE Styllne touch Tone Wall Phone, Ivory or Brown si/I OO 
#57319 or #57322 Manufacturer's List Price '89.95 *aC«I.OO 
GTE Linear Dial Desk Phone SOO QQ 
#30421 Manufacturer's List Price '79.95 
—
    CVaOO 
Quasar 2 Pe. Pushbutton Phone $in qq 
No. SX6400A Manufacturer's list Price $29.95       I at.TT 
Quasar 2 Pc. Touch Ton* Phon* 514Q9 
No. 6X6450A Manufacturer's List Price $29.95       '*•'' 
Freedom Phone 750 Ft. Range Cordless Phone $07 QQ 
#550 Manufacturer's List Price '129.95     Of .OO 
PhoneMate 700 Ft. Range Cordless Phone so-r 00 
#IQ4200 Manufacturer's List Price '129.95     Of .OO 
PhoneMate 1000 Ft. Range Cordless Phone sr-r 00 
#IQ4210-4220 Manufacturer's List Price "169.95    Of .OO 
Jflore/co 




It's a mixer with 2 stainless 
steel bowls, beaters & dough 
kneader hooks, a food proces- 
sor with 10 stainless steel 
blades & 2V4 qt container and 
a 16 speed blender with 5 cup. 







;99 A 1250 watt, 2 speed, 2 heat dryer that's light- 








Features: Brush releaseN 
button to let hair spin 
free and reduce tangles, 
swivel cord, cool 
ready dot. 
tip, 
|99 CLEAN AIR MACHINE Helps remove tobacco smoke, 
odors, dust & even pollen from the 
air. Quiet and energy efficient. 
Proctor-Silex 
LADY LIGHT SPRAY 
STEAM DRY IRON 








on/oil switch, on 
light, dual voltage, 
read/ dot, swivel 





Raised foot pads with 
vibra nodes, deeper tub. 
exclusive Dazey vtbra-rest, 





[99 QUARTZ TRAVEL ALARM CLOCK Small, compact, luminous 





Circulating fan distri- 
butes heat to ail sec- 
tions so food dries 
quickly and evenly. 5 
stackable trays, 2.9 sq. 





Easy to clean, opens | 
any shape can, pow- 
erful   magnetic   lidl 
holder,  long-lasting I 
cutting wheel. 
SALT0N 






Powerful motor, light- 
weight, simple easy 
instructions, adjust- 
able hair length con- 
troller. 
<**>** '»■      1L 
(on Keeps ,0"s'D,ea(i 




■ HC 100 
APOLLO 
VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES 
Q50 Many exciting video games to choose from  Cartrid- 
ges fit Atari and Sears 
Eg. video garnet. 
CITRUS JUICER 
Dishwasher sate, heavy 
duty power unit, com- 
pact and quiet 
NORTHERN 
•S4S0 2 
1 QT. HAND OPERATED 
ICE CREAM MAKER 
Sturdy polypropylene buc- 
ket, leakproof & easy to clean, 
corrosion resistant assem | 
bly. recipe book  
LIGHTED 
MAKEUP 
V       MIRROR 
Regular a Magnifying 
mirrors Glare tree, 
log tree, easy to re- 





'JET SET FLAIR 
BONNET HAIR 
DRYER 
l**g« we rx)nn«i pofiabu 
»ight#«iflht piMt.c C«M c«- 
•pi'Di*, noit 4 pollen fiMi 
OPEN M0N. SAT. 9-9; SUN. 11-6 
PRICES GOOD THRU 6/1/84. 
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. 
AM/FM STEREO 
I "HEADPHONE RADIO 
tj*| Goes with  you any 
where 
clips. 
no  cords   or 
niMim MEAT/FOOD SLICER 
$^% M Stainless steel blade adiusts 
J MM from thin to V» in  Blade re 
_ B^A moves lor cleaning  Safety 







1 % gal tank capacity. 18 hr. I 
continuous  heating,  bat- 
tery   ignition,   emergency 
shut off. 
818 SOUTH MAIN, BOWLING GREEN 
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Tips for a fun summer with sports 
With a limited amount of local 
sports taking place in Bowling 
Green it seems the summer be- 
comes a time for all to partici- 
pate sports. 
With that in mind I thought I'd 
let you in on a few of my ideas - 
since I am a so-called expert at 
watching sports. I watch sports 
more than I am active in them. 
Because of that I think I will be 
able to give everyone a few 
ideas. 
Also, I have a different outlook 
on sports than most people since 
I am a spectator more often than 
the average person. 
With all my reasons and justi- 
fications for writing this out of 
the way, here is a fist of things 
you can do. It isn't exhaustive of 
course and please note I am 
looking at it from the average 
person's viewpoint. 
•RUNNING—It is the easy sport 
to participate in because of the 
fact that you can do it on your 
own. You don't have to go on a 
manhunt to find other players to 
doit. 
Also, no one ever said to run 
you had to complete a mar- 
athon, so take it easy. If you run 
a couple miles, two or three 
times a week, you'll feel better. 
You might as well take advan- 
tage of the summer (is it here 
yet?) while we have it. 
Besides if I see many people 
running I will feel guilty and I 
might even get the motivation to 
start running. 
•TENNIS—This sport is a little 
more trying. Attempting to keep 
a little yellow ball inside a small 
area, while trying to make your 
opponent unable to do the very 
same thing, seems impossible. 
The BG wind tries to make the 
task more difficult as you never 




Dr. Jekyl or Mr. Hyde. One 
minute you have Jimmy Con- 
nor's velocity when you're with 
the wind, but the next minute 
you can out run your shot. 
But if you're in doubt, look 
forward to that one big play or 
long rally where you can really 
extend yourself. If hustling isn't 
for you, all the new tennis garb 
can at least make you look good 
and impress people - until you 
step on the court that is. 
NEWMENU 
featuring many new items and lower prices 
HAPPY HOURS 
( 5-7 PM & 10 PM-MID 
UMi% 
EAST WOOSTER at STATE STREET                   353-8735 
PREPARE FOR: 
•MCAT -DAT -LSAT -GMAT 
•GRE -GRE PSYCH •GRE BIO 
•OCAT*VAT -MAT -SSAT 
•PSAT -SAT 
•ACHIEVEMENTS -ACT 
•TOEFL -MSKP -NMB 1,11.111 
•ECFMG -FLEX *VQE *RN BDS 
•NDB 1,11. -NPB *CPA 
•SPEED READING 
Flexible Programs & Hours 
Visit Any Center And See For Yourself 
Why We Make The Difference 
PHONE 336-3701 





Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: SOO 223-1782 
Centers in Major US Cities, Puerto Rico and Toronto, Canada 
•BASEBALL/SOFTBALL—It 
takes a little organization to get 
a team started, but in the end 
you can get exercise and have a 
good time with friends. Of 
course there always is the 
chance of injury if you: (a.) 
can't get out of the way of the 
ball or (in my case) (b.) can't 
field the ball. 
Your taking a chance, but if 
the game is just for fun ,it can be 
pleasant and relaxing. Unfortu- 
nately many games end with 
friends leaving the game ene- 
mies because of an argument 
over if the baserunner touched 
the three inch piece of paper 
that marks second base. 
Of course there can be civi- 
lized games, but the key to it is 
to be only serious enough to 
avoid injury, but relaxed enough 
to keep the Billy Martin inside 
all of us. 
•GOLF—It is the least physi- 
cally demanding of the sports 
I've mentioned so far, but that 
doesn't mean it's easy. Putting 
on greens that break every 
which way but loose is no plea- 
sure cruise, but if a long one 
falls in you begin to feel like the 
second coming of Jack Nicklaus. 
It also is an expensive sport - 
especially if you and your golf 
ball discover water with in- 
creasing regularity. But look at 
the bright side, you are giving 
people who shag golf balls some- 
thing to do. 
The next time your score hits 
another all-time high, just look 
at it as getting your money's 
worth. Besides you wouldn't 
want to cheat yourself out of a 
couple extra whacks with a 
fairway wood - would you? 
•SWIMMING—It is the best 
sport for the body as it works the 
majority of the body's muscles. 
Unfortunately, swimming is 
more of a spectator sport in the 
summer. 
Looking good is often better 
than feeling good in the eyes of 
many. And thank God, say the 
sun tan lotion companies as 
more time is spent next to the 
water than in it. 
At this point you may wonder 
why I am even bothering to 
inform you of this. The reason is 
so I can have something to 
watch this summer - because a 
sportswriter doesn't have any- 
thing to do if there is nothing to 
watch. 
If that was the case I would 
have to play some sports - and 




to travel to NCAA's 
Bowling Green women 
track star Kim Jamison qual- 
ified for the NCAA 
Championships by placing 
first in the 100-meter dash 
with a time of 11:59 at the Jim 
Thorpe Invitational at Perm 
State in College Station, Pa. 
Jamison's winning time set 
a new Falcon mark For the 100 
meters. She also captured the 
briefs 
200-meter dash, but her time 
of 24:02 failed to qualify her 
for the NCAA's in the event. 
The competition begins to- 
day in the NCAA Champion- 
sips at Eugene, Oregon. 
Laura Murphy captured the 
1500 meter run for the Fal- 
cons with a time of 4:32. How- 
ever, her time did not qualify 
her for the NCAA 
Championships. 
Bowling   Green   assistant 
basketball coach Bruce 
Brown has resigned to take 
the head basketball coaching 
position at Middletown High 
School. Brown had been an 
assistant under head coach 
John Welnert for the past 
three seasons. 
Kathv Bole, the women's 
basketball coach has re- 
signed effective June 15. She 
guided the Falcons to 13-13 
record last year, and a tie for 
fourth place in the Mid-Amer- 
ican Conference with a 9-9 
record. 
BG bead swimming coach 
Ron Zwielein has become the 
assistant director of the stu- 
dent recreation center. He 
will remain associated with 
the Falcon swimming pro- 
gram, however not as the 
head coach. 
BG golf coach A. J. Bonar is 
being considered for a golfing 
position in San Diego. Bonar 
said he will remain with the 
Falcons through the summer 




55'   per   line  ("1.65   mnimum 
charge) 50" extra BOLD type 
Approximately 30 spaces per line 
DEADLINE: Noon Friday (or 
Wednesday publication 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1 x 
1   ONLY.   7  line  minimum 
$5.45 per insertion 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
May 30, 1984 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Summer Youth Employment Program « looking 
(or eepole young adults. 21 4 under seeking 
employment lor the summer Contact W S O.S. 
OraDt, 194 S Mem. 354-3145. Apply by June 




 352-7305 after 5:30 pm  
Typing at Reasonable Rates 
Fast, Accurate. Professional 
3521943 
TYPING AND WORD PROCESSING 
Professional equipment 
at student prices 
 Nancy 352 0809  
THMK YOU'RE PREONANT7 
FREE TESTS I HELP 
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL! 
 HEARTBEAT - 241-9U1  
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
Comprehensive Obstetrics and Oynecotogy. 
Contraceptive Services. Termlnattons up to 10 
weeks, V.D. Tests and Treatment. Pregnancy 
Testing 241-2471.      
99- BREAKFAST 
ham, bacon or sausage. 2 eggs 
toast a coffee. Mon.-Fri. 
Oam-1 pm only with this M 
Expires June 22. 1984 
CLOCK RESTAURANT 
412 E Wooeter 
FKXXJ-R ON THE ROOF 
July 13. 14. 16. 17 
Kobaokar Hal Box Otttce 
Opens July 2 
STUOENTS: $1 OFF WITH ID 
Young professional couple 
warn to adopt chad or chldren 
Please cat cosset (6121 3300480 
KISS new 1 hour Urn processing NOW at Ben 
Fiankln downtown Bowing Green 110. 126. 
135mm 1 K il compettttve prices Ban 
Frankln 352-6219 
HAPPY HOURS at SAM BS 
5-7pm and 10pm-mklnight 
BRING A FRIEND! 
Is It true you can buy leaps for <44 through me 
US Government? Oat the facts today! 
Cal 13121 742-1142 Ext. 1794 
WANTED 
SALE—SALE-SALE—SALE 
Falcon Mouse-Sport swear Shop 
Stdewa* Sales 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Thurs.-Frt.-Sat. 
140 E. wooeter 
1 -2 F mites needed lot '84-85 school year 2 






Urge One Item Pizza 
352-3551 Free Delivery 
——-COUPON——. 
SIDEWALK SALE 
Oldfeshloned Bargain Days 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING OREEN 
May 11. June 1 a t 
ThwrB.4r1l.4a1. 
Moat stores open until torn 
Room a board lor responsible lamele In return 
for csre ol 2 dogs t sgrit housekeeping 
Watervte Cal coaect 878-8710 evening. 
THURSDAY STUDENTS 








BS    7:10 a 9:50 
ALL ^EATS A 
 tfNLY tl.Qfl 
When America marched off to war 
the twrrten marched into thejactory 
GOLDIE HAWN 
KURT RUSSELL 
At 7:30 & 
9:30 
Why pay more for college? 
Over $3 Billion in College 
Scholarships, Grants and 
Other Aid.. .for students to 
claim today! 
Oar 1136 don BO* * cobga s»anhn 
gran M as art ajsjajaj tat war 
SUM M ram*, a not •m shm u 
taath. an) to Ban to. or Ban toe or atari to 
tpv Marry Mni (van ry tacaae r*> stem 
Pieaest, si eum tatty lor adrepta 
ol B310BSB*. ajwwrei t fc*wjl reed cr 
teaanoy wax) arm an ycu can wow 11 
•wail by tatrjnj tor 10/ ME WOW-TON 
raOBW'WSrMartoUrBwM.r'O Bra 
32322, Otto* OH 43232 
1 UL. 
■sea BBS* 11 ta «> veer at ajaki raw tor 
•ariaeiaw. 
Approve] rBBXBtf Dy nrascal Ad oactrs. 
paters auaaCrs arj atdars 
5/30(84 
Ratable babysitter needed lor 3 chadren Ret 
required. Tuaa 8-6. sn occasional Thur or Fit. 
mom « occ wkend 353-4091  
CHSPPEWA TRAIL CAMP 
RAPID CITY, Ml 4M7I 
llB-122-4242 
Near Traverse Crty seeks persons Skfaad. 
certtfted or experienced tor out-of-camp tripe, 
food service a maintenance, also tor teaching 
either saBng. gymnastics, arts A crafts, swim- 
ming, tennis or golf Salary, room A board from 
6-10-84 to 8-12-64, ACA accredited   58th 
FOR SALE 
CAatCRA FOfI SALE 
Canon AE-1 camera body w/ motor. New from 
x-mea Zoom tens also. 
CALL tee 17H0O1 or WHOM 
DEC compatible video terminal, green phos- 
phor monrtor. 300 BP's modem. $310 Dave 
352-1228 
4x5 Speed graphic camera w/ accessories 
A1 condMon 
  1-636-7327   
FOR RENT 
2 bdrm. apta. for Fal 
Close to campus. Cal 352-7454 btwn Sanv 
12 noon or 823-7666. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 
535-6037 
303 S. Prospect 4 bdrm  house. $460 mo A ■a. 
Scott Hamilton A High $ 150/person/mo A iml 
4«i I High 4 bdrm. $160Vpararjn/mo. A uH. 
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
364-2200 
Fum. attic, complete wfth cable TV 
ALL UTHJT1E8 PAID. Short term 
$26S'mo. tor 1; $176 as tor 2 
Caf 364-3182 or 352-1520 
Desperately need 10 lutHeaai 1 bdrm apt tor 
summer Cal Catty 362-0020.  
VISION! 104 S. Main 
SEE THE GREAT PUT-ONS. OVER 











•Exam priced separately e Go! the most careful and professional fitting and service 
e Frames and Lenses from the) finest available sources 
e Unlimited solution of frame; styles at tho somo prico - ovsw 1000 to choosey from 
Eyas examined by 
Dr. Kenneth G. Baker  O.O. 
Standard clear glass « 400 to 200 Cyl 
Burilnqfon 
Optical INC 
AH MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 
•   ■ ■    .'.OOSTER 
STADIUM  PLAZA 
ilton's 
— NIGHTS OF THE WEEK 
SUNDAY - Restaurant Employee Night 
MONDAY - Taco & Tequila Night 
TUESDAY - Ladies Night 
WEDNESDAY - Softball Pitcher Night 
THURSDAY - Two-Fers\ ??«V[WQ 
FRIDAY - The        > ^f™^, 1Ivir 
SATURDAY - Weekend/ J™IN JIVE 
 BOWLING GREEN'S PARTY PLACE  
